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Feline-run Tutu Gallery is beyond excited to announce an immersive exhibition, All
Mine, You Have to Be, on view from February 14 - March 28, 2020, featuring Rhea In and
Kelsey Tynik. For this Valentine’s Day, Rhea and Kelsey will showcase interactive cat-sized
human toys and human-sized cat toys, along with abstract paintings decorated by mural
elements. By turning the gallery into a playground for both cats and humans, All Mine, You Have
to Be celebrates a love that is frantically expansive, expressed through fantasy, play, and
innocence.
Both Rhea and Kelsey employ abstraction from a perspective of childlike intuition in
order to make sense of adulthood. In her paintings, Rhea translates scenes of bar games, dating
and living alone with curiosity and looseness in gesture. This sense of ease manifests in her
subject matter: instead of thrill and desire, sexual encounters are shown with fragility and
naiveness; Distant memories morph into abstract forms and compound colors without forced
distortion. Kelsey works primarily in sculpture, creating toy-like objects and immersive
environments that mimic children’s imaginary play. Having spent years as a window designer for
retail brands, she is drawn to crafting dream worlds and encouraging all to partake in an
experience of pure joyfulness without guilt or shame. In All Mine, You Have to Be, Rhea and
Kelsey collaborate to decorate Tutu’s entire apartment gallery space with murals, drawings, and
sculptures. Guests are invited to play with the installations exhibited.
Through bringing this exhibition to life, Tutu and the artists hope to introduce the jolly
aspect of abstraction and to inspire our guests with light-hearted artmaking. All Mine, You Have
to Be is among our many endeavors to share under-the-radar talents and their genuine
understanding of the ordinary but fantastical experience of being.

